EvolView, an online tool for visualizing, annotating and managing phylogenetic trees
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ABSTRACT

EvolView is a web application for visualizing, annotating and managing phylogenetic trees. First, EvolView is a phylogenetic tree viewer and customization tool; it visualizes trees in various formats, customizes them through built-in functions that can link information from external datasets, and exports the customized results to publication-ready figures. Second, EvolView is a tree and dataset management tool: users can easily organize related trees into distinct projects, add new datasets to trees and edit and manage existing trees and datasets. To make EvolView easy to use, it is equipped with an intuitive user interface. With a free account, users can save data and manipulations on the EvolView server. EvolView is freely available at: http://www.evolgenius.info/evolview.html.

INTRODUCTION

In the context of current comparative genomics and metagenomics projects, graphic representations of phylogenetic trees go well beyond simple cladograms or phylograms. Trees are increasingly used to visualize comparative information in an evolutionary context, e.g. when comparing the fraction of genes involved in specific processes in each phylum. A wide variety of tree-viewing tools have been developed in the past years, such as TreeView (1), Dendroscope (2), iTol (3), jsPhyloSVG (4), PhyloWidget (5) and many others (6–16). However, none of these systems allows users to not only customize phylogenetic trees and associated annotation, but also manage both of them interactively (see Supplementary Table 1, which gives a brief overview over existing programs for tree visualization). We thus developed EvolView, an online web application that links any standard web browser to a personalized library of customized and annotated phylogenetic trees. EvolView is not only a visualization and customization tool, but also a management system for phylogenetic trees and associated datasets (annotations). Its carefully designed user interface makes using EvolView intuitive, simple and efficient.

FEATURES

A tree visualization and customization tool

EvolView is a comprehensive tool for tree visualization and annotation. It takes phylogenetic trees in several formats as input, including Newick/Phylip, Nexus (17), Nhx and PhyloXML (18) formats. EvolView can display trees as phylograms and cladograms, each in either rectangular or circular layout. Using the toolbar (Figure 1), users can easily change tree representation modes as well as visualization details such as leaf font size, branch line width and overall width and height of the trees. More complex customizations such as branch and leaf colors, leaf backgrounds or leaf-associated pie-charts and bar-plots are based on user-supplied datasets.

The customized results can be exported into a wide range of graphical formats, including SVG, PDF, PNG, GIF and JPEG. Exporting phylogenetic trees to textual formats such as Newick, Nexus, Nhx and PhyloXML is also supported.

A management system for phylogenetic trees and associated datasets

EvolView also makes tree and dataset management easy. Trees are organized into user-defined ‘projects’ (Figure 1).
Upon submission of a new tree, users are prompted to either create a new project, or to choose an existing project that groups related trees together.

With EvolView, users can easily add new annotation datasets to a tree, delete existing ones or edit their contents. Changing the display order of annotations on the tree and switching annotations on and off are also supported.

With a free account, all user data as well as tree customizations and data manipulations will be securely saved on the EvolView server. Thus, reopened trees appear exactly as they were left.

A comprehensive and intuitive user-interface

EvolView features a single-page interface (Figure 1) that facilitates a fluid user experience, where tree viewing, editing and managing are controlled on the same web page.

The EvolView interface consists mainly of three panels, as shown in Figure 1. (i) A multi-tab toolbar contains sets of clickable icons. Tooltips are provided when mousing over each icon. (ii) An interactive graphical editor that shows immediately all changes made by users. Users can zoom in and out of a plot, drag and drop the tree to a desired position, change the size of the canvas to fit the plot and export it to publication-ready graphical formats that reproduce exactly what is shown on the canvas. (iii) A hierarchical browsing panel lists all datasets of the current user and provides an interface for managing projects, trees and associated datasets. By default, a ‘DEMO’ project containing three trees is loaded; these trees were prepared to demonstrate the key features of EvolView.

A unique dataset system for graphical annotations

EvolView supports the usage of external datasets for customization. We expanded the dataset system so that it contains not only the data to be displayed on the trees, but also controlling commands we call ‘modifiers’ to change the default display options of the data. As shown in Table 1, the available modifiers cover almost all aspects of the customization, including, e.g. the plot area, opacity and minimal and maximal radiiuses for pie charts. We also introduced a legend system based on modifiers, which can be used to choose the title, contents, colors and styles of each legend.

Shown in Figure 2 is a demonstration of how various aspects of the graphical annotations (bar charts in this case) can be controlled by the modifiers. The phylogenetic tree and corresponding datasets are available in Supplementary Table 2.

USAGE

The EvolView user interface has been designed with an emphasis on intuitive graphical elements; most of the
functionalities can be accessed through their respective icons. To help users to get a quick overview of the typical workflow, we provided two step-by-step tutorials using example data. The first tutorial can be found in Supplementary Data, and the corresponding data are available in Supplementary Table 3. From this tutorial users can also learn how to prepare annotation datasets using standard spreadsheet applications such as Microsoft Excel, iWork Numbers or LibreOffice Calc. The second tutorial provides even more detailed step-by-step instruction for new users, and is available online (http://code.google.com/p/evolgenius/wiki/EvolViewQuickStart).

All datasets for the two tutorials can be directly copy-pasted into our web tool. Full documentation, including detailed instructions for dataset preparation, can also be found online (http://code.google.com/p/evolgenius/wiki/EvolView).

CONCLUSION
In this article, we introduced EvolView, a comprehensive web application for visualizing, annotating and managing phylogenetic trees. Also incorporated into EvolView is an evolutionary dataset system that allows users not only to...
upload biologically relevant contents to be displayed graphically on the phylogenetic trees, but also to control all major aspects of the graphical annotations. To make EvolView easy to use to all the users, it comes with an intuitive and user-friendly interface that provides access to most of its functionalities through clickable icons. We believe EvolView is a useful tool to the community.

**Availability and requirements**

EvolView is accessible using modern browsers such as Firefox, Chrome, Opera and Safari. However, due to some compatibility issues, Internet Explorer (IE) at the moment is not supported. This website is free and open to all users and there is no login requirement. However, if users want to save their data on our server, an account is required. Registration and the account are free.

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

We aim to keep EvolView up-to-date and state-of-the-art. Future development of EvolView will include: (i) incorporation of novel data types, such as protein domains and horizontal gene transfers; (ii) incorporation of annotations on leaf as well as internal tree nodes—annotations can be entered manually or retrieved automatically from public resources; (iii) the use of faster graphical rendering engines such as HTML5 canvas to improve the drawing speed; and (iv) extending the import/export capabilities to the PhyloXML format, allowing the combined handling of phylogenetic trees and associated annotations.

**SUPPLEMENTARY DATA**

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Tables 1–3, Supplementary Figure and Supplementary Text.
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